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The high dimensionality and practically infinite size of the sequence space requires effective techniques to 
explore, navigate and improve proteins. Machine learning methods have enabled the in silico screening of 
variants with vastly improved speed, but the current techniques are underwhelming in their accuracy and mainly 
resort to recombining variants present in the training data. This means that current techniques have a hard time 
finding novel promising mutations outside their training set. 
 
With its 3DM technology[1] Bio-Prodict has long been at the forefront of providing protein engineering solutions. 
Recently we generated over 35.000 3DM databases that each contain large amounts of highly integrated protein 
related data for all protein superfamilies. Using this massive amount of information, we were able to develop 
Helix[2], a best-in-class AI pathogenicity predictor [3, 4]. Currently we are applying this signature innovation of 
Bio-Prodict to solve protein engineering problems. 
 
We have automated conventional 3DM-based search strategies so that the program can now smartly pre-select 
positions to mutate initially. This step is designed to replace the need for broad alanine scanning or 
randomization of complete proteins often used by large pharmaceutical and biotech companies to find promising 
starting positions. It also removes the need for laborious bioinformatics analysis of the target protein to select 
positions manually.  
 
For next rounds of evolution, we have developed a deep learning based ensemble architecture. Using multiple 
deep mutational scanning datasets we showed that this pipeline outperforms legacy machine learning 
methods[5] on average by 71.5% when mutations were selected randomly and with 115% when the 3DM-based 
initial selection step was used. Furthermore, we have shown that even as few as 50 initial mutations are needed 
to train a target specific AI network that already yields competitive hit rates.  
 
In conclusion, we present an integrated methodology that combines the powerful 3DM technology with multiple 
state-of-the-art AI techniques to smartly optimize proteins. This can drastically decrease the number of rounds 
and samples required, thereby lowering costs and labtime. We expect that soon, once we have fully utilized all 
data inside 3DM to our AI methods, the Helix Engineering platform will become even more accurate, just like we 
did for Helix, making Helix Engineering the best-in-class tool to solve protein engineering problems. 
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